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Hispanics  will  have  a  larger  and  larger  influence  on  the
religious makeup of America in the years ahead. Since 1980,
the Hispanic percentage of the population has grown from about
6%  to  over  17%.  The  Census  Bureau  is  predicting  that
percentage  will  grow  to  over  28%  by  2060.

Perhaps most people assume that the Hispanic population from
the 1980’s through to today and beyond would be primarily
Catholic. We took a look at the General Social Surveys from
1976 through 2014 to see what the actual situation is. Not
surprisingly,  in  1976  approximately  80%  of  Hispanics  in
American self-identified as Catholics. But the 1980’s saw a
downward trend in this number, so that through the 1990’s up
until  2006,  approximately  68%  of  Hispanics  identified  as
Catholics. From 2006 to 2014, this percentage has dropped
significantly, down to about 55%.

At the same time, the percentage of Hispanics identifying as
“nones,”(i.e., having no religious affiliation) has grown from
about 6% in the 1990’s to 16% in 2014 (and to a high of 22%
for emerging adult, Hispanics). It is interesting to note that
the percentage of “nones” among Hispanics trails that found
among whites by over ten percentage points in the GSS data.

A  majority  of  Hispanics  still  identify  at  Catholics.  How
closely are they associated with their local Catholic church
through  regular  attendance?  Among  emerging  adult  Hispanics
affiliated with a Catholic church, about two out of three
state that they only attend church once a month or less. So,
the vast majority are not frequent attenders, but are still
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more likely to attend than their white counterparts. Among
emerging adult whites affiliated with a Catholic church, about
four out of five state that they attend church once a month or
less.

Although Hispanics are most likely to be Catholic today, if
current  trends  continue,  in  the  next  decade  this  will  no
longer  be  the  case  as  more  and  more  become  “nones,”
evangelicals,  and  mainline  Protestants.

Acknowlegements:
The  General  Social  Surveys  data  were  downloaded  from  the
Association of Religion Data Archives, www.TheARDA.com, and
were  collected  by  Tom  W.  Smith  and  the  National  Opinion
Research Center.

The Pew Research Center Religious Landscape Study interactive
tool,  located  at
http://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscape-study/  was  the
source of the Pew survey data

One Christian Perspective on
the Immigration Reform Debate
Steve Cable takes a look at the immigration issue from a
biblical  point  of  view.   Setting  aside  all  the  political
rhetoric, what does the Bible really have to say about this
topic  and  how  should  the  church  respond  with  an  authenic
Christian perspective.

Introduction
Immigration issues have garnered a lot of headlines in recent
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weeks. Is there a clear biblical position on immigration laws
and on how Christians should respond to immigrants?

A January 2006 Gallup poll indicated that “immigration reform”
ranked at the bottom of seven national issues behind the war
in Iraq, healthcare, and the economy.{1} However, after the
large rallies in April, it had moved up into the number two
spot  behind  the  war  in  Iraq.  While  more  Americans  are
concerned  about  improving  control  of  our  borders  than
developing a comprehensive strategy for illegal immigrants,
over seventy-five percent of those polled consider such a
comprehensive  strategy  “extremely  important”  or  “very
important.” In part, this is due to a heightened awareness of
the approximately twelve million illegal aliens in our country
and to the intense interest in the Hispanic community. The
concern also feeds on the conflicting desires for low cost
labor  on  the  one  hand  and  protection  from  terrorist
infiltration  on  the  other.

At a time when the American public is becoming sensitized to
the illegal immigrant issue, the evangelical community has not
presented a unified front. As reported in the April 28 (2006)
edition  of  the  Dallas  Morning  News,  “At  a  forum  .  .  .,
conservative  and  liberal  religious  leaders  lobbed  Bible
verses, unable to agree on what Jesus would do about the
nation’s  nearly  12  million  illegal  immigrants.”{2}  Three
general  positions  have  emerged  among  the  evangelical
community.

One position promotes honoring God through obeying the law,
focusing on the responsibility of the government to provide
for the security of its people.

A second position focuses on our responsibility to care for
the needy, particularly the alien and the stranger.

The third position assumes this is an amoral political and
economic issue that the church is wise to stay clear of.



The  conundrum  was  aptly  summarized  by  Dr.  Richard  Land,
president  of  the  Southern  Baptist  Convention’s  Ethics  and
Religious Liberty Commission:

“We have a right to expect the government to fulfill its
divinely ordained mandate to punish those who break the laws
and reward those who do not. Romans 13. We also have a divine
mandate to act redemptively and compassionately toward those
who are in need.”{3}

Since we are all created in the image of God, should nations
place any restrictions upon our ability to move about and take
up  residence  where  we  will?  Certainly,  if  we  were  all
Christians, Colossians 3:11 might apply, stating, “there is no
distinction  between  Greek  and  Jew,  circumcised  and
uncircumcised,  barbarian,  Scythian,  slave  and  freeman,  but
Christ is all, and in all.” From this verse and others like
it, we might argue that we should not make any distinctions
between  citizens  and  non-citizens.  Yet,  the  Bible  clearly
indicates that there will be distinct nations until Jesus
returns.

Reasons for Restricted Immigration Policy
As noted above, a simple Christian perspective would welcome
everyone to settle in our nation at any time. However, the
Bible clearly supports the concept of national sovereignty as
a means through which God works in this fallen world. In 1
Timothy 2:1-2, we are called to pray for government officials,
not  that  they  would  cease  to  exist,  but  that  they  would
facilitate a society where we can follow God and share Christ
in a secure, peaceful environment. Three common reasons a
government may choose to control traffic across its borders
and limit citizenship opportunities are as follows:

1. National security—A nation with enemies has a need to know
that those enemies are not dwelling within their land. In



Deut. 31:12-13, the foreigners dwelling among the people of
Israel were required to enter into the covenant to obey God.
Those that did not support God’s leadership were not allowed
to enter the land. Today, like never before, America must be
concerned about enemies attacking from inside her border. The
government has a responsibility to protect the security of
her people by taking reasonable means to keep threats outside
of our borders.

2. Economic prosperity—A perception of limited resources may
cause a nation to curtail immigration in order to reserve a
greater share of those resources for the existing citizens.
They may say, “We have the sturdiest and most well stocked
lifeboat, but if everyone abandons their inferior lifeboats
and flocks to this one, we will go from prosperity and
security  to  sinking  and  perishing.”  Under  the  same
motivation,  it  is  common  for  nations  to  import  foreign
workers to perform low paid, menial tasks. There is biblical
support for property ownership and rewards for ones labor. It
is balanced by the clear teaching to proactively minister to
the needy and to beware of being motivated by greed.{4}

3. Cultural integrity—A people group may want restrictions on
immigration  to  protect  the  integrity  of  their  historic
traditions and society. Certainly, God directed the nation of
Israel to ensure that all members of society worshiped the
God of Abraham and did not introduce other forms of worship
into society. In Exodus 12:43-49, foreigners are prohibited
from  participating  in  the  Passover  unless  their  entire
household  is  circumcised  and  they  covenant  to  obey  God.
America has thrived with a cultural and religious diversity,
while enforcing a uniform acceptance of the Constitution and
the principles of democracy, freedom, and equality.

Although the Bible does not mandate that nations should have
laws to control their borders and manage immigration, it is
clear  that  there  are  biblically  acceptable  reasons  for  a



national policy in this area. The two that are the clearest
are national security from known enemies and protecting common
cultural ideals. Greed often plays a role in establishing
immigration policies, an attitude clearly prohibited by our
Lord.

The Case for Law and Order
Conflicting positions on immigration policy stake their claim
on respect for authority at one end and on compassion for the
needy at the other. Let’s consider the matter of law and
order.

Romans 13 states:

Every  person  is  to  be  in  subjection  to  the  governing
authorities. For there is no authority except from God, and
those which exist are established by God. Therefore whoever
resists authority has opposed the ordinance of God. . . . But
if you do what is evil, be afraid; for it does not bear the
sword for nothing; for it is a minister of God, an avenger
who brings wrath on the one who practices evil. Therefore it
is necessary to be in subjection, not only because of wrath,
but also for conscience’ sake (vv. 1,2,4,5).{5}

Christians are to be in subjection to governing authorities
not only to avoid punishment, but also to be able to minister
with a clear conscience. Peter expands on the motivation in 1
Peter 2:13-15 where he writes, “Submit yourselves for the
Lord’s sake to every human institution, whether to a king as
the one in authority, or to governors as sent by him for the
punishment of evildoers and the praise of those who do right.
For such is the will of God that by doing right you may
silence the ignorance of foolish men.”

Thus, for Christians, obeying the law is one way honor God.
God ordains authority with the responsibility to punish “the



one who practices evil.” For those who take the law-and-order
position,  these  verses  are  a  clear  biblical  mandate  for
dealing  with  illegal  immigration.  Not  only  should  we
personally  obey  the  law,  we  should  support  our  governing
authorities in enforcing it.

However,  those  who  take  a  different  position  argue  our
imperative to follow Christ’s example takes precedence over
any laws. Certainly, Jesus and the apostles did not always
obey  the  strict  direction  of  the  ruling  authorities.  One
notable example is found in Acts 4:19-20. When commanded not
“to  speak  or  teach  at  all  in  the  name  of  Jesus,”  Peter
replied, “Whether it is right in the sight of God to give heed
to you rather than to God, you be the judge; for we cannot
stop speaking about what we have seen and heard.” Not only did
they refuse to submit to the command, they encouraged others
to follow their example. However, one should be careful about
using these examples as a trump card to justify ignoring any
laws that one believes are contrary to the teaching of Christ.
Both Jesus and Paul direct us to pay our taxes, knowing full
well that some of those tax dollars may be spent in ways that
do not honor Christ.

As believers, we are called to obey laws that do not require
us to directly disobey God.

The Case for Compassion
Another important consideration is whether Christ’s directive
to show compassion to the needy should be our primary concern
in establishing and enforcing immigration policy. Those who
promote  this  case  point  to  two  primary  principles  in  the
Scriptures:

1. Treat the alien in our midst with fairness, remembering
that we too are aliens.

2. Minister to the least of these as unto Jesus Himself.



Deuteronomy 10:18-19 states, “He . . . shows His love for the
alien by giving him food and clothing. So show your love for
the  alien,  for  you  were  aliens  in  the  land  of  Egypt.”
Remembering their history as aliens dwelling in Egypt, the
children of Israel were to show love for the aliens in their
midst. We, too, should remember that most of us did nothing to
deserve being born in America. We could just as easily be the
person seeking a better life by becoming an alien in America.

Does this passage mean that we have a responsibility to care
for any person who is able to cross our borders?

The  Hebrew  word  most  often  translated  as  “alien”  is  ger.
According to Vines, a ger “was not simply a foreigner or a
stranger.  He  was  a  permanent  resident,  once  a  citizen  of
another land, who had moved into his new residence.”{6} The
Jewish law was clear that these aliens should be afforded
equitable treatment under the law (e.g., Num. 15:16, Deut.
1:16). However, special provisions were also in place for the
alien. Not being a member of one of the twelve tribes, the
alien could not own land. Consequently, the alien was grouped
together with widows and orphans to receive a portion of the
tithe (Deut. 14:28-29), access to the gleanings in the field
(Deut. 24:19-22) and justice (Deut. 24:17-18). However, these
provisions did not apply to the foreigner temporarily in the
country for work or other purposes. These temporary visitors
did not receive a food allotment and were not allowed to fully
participate in society.

We know that God wants us to treat aliens fairly, but the
biblical example shows a greater responsibility to those who
meet the requirements to become residents.

Compassion  is  a  emphasized  in  Jesus’  command  to  “do  unto
others as you would have them do unto you,” in the parable of
the Good Samaritan, and in us observation in Matt 25:40, “to
the extent that you did it to one of these brothers of Mine,
even the least of them, you did it to Me.” We are called to



demonstrate sacrificial love in meeting the needs of both
friends and strangers. Each person we meet is created in the
image of God, worthy of our love and our concern for their
spiritual  and  physical  needs.  Whatever  our  position  on
immigration policy and enforcement, Christians should be at
the forefront of ministering to people far from home.

Responding to Our Current Situation
Is  it  possible  within  our  current  immigration  laws  to  be
compassionate and to be subject to ruling authorities at the
same time? One way to answer that question is to apply the
biblical guidelines reviewed earlier to the different roles in
the immigration debate.

First, let’s consider a potential immigrant. Barring a direct
threat upon your life, abide by the laws of your current
country and America. If you have a desire to work in America,
apply through appropriate channels and use all legal means to
expedite  the  process.  Desiring  more  opportunity  for  your
family is commendable. However, choosing to break the law to
achieve that goal is telling God that He cannot be trusted to
provide.

Now assume you were an illegal immigrant. Report yourself to
the appropriate authorities to obtain a hearing and abide by
the results. Some argue that it is cruel to separate families.
Current laws do not normally force families to be separated.
Separation is the result of family members choosing to stay in
the U.S. when a person is required to leave the country.

What  attitude  should  be  taken  by  an  employer?  Obey  the
employment laws. Do not knowingly hire illegal aliens and take
steps to prevent accidentally hiring illegal aliens.

Finally, consider a Christian citizen. Reach out in love to
all people regardless of their immigration status. Help them
find help in dealing with the process and caring for their



family. Counsel those in your flock to come into compliance
with any laws they are breaking. Ask your representatives to
support legislation which balances security with generosity
and compassion. Most Americans desire to protect or improve
their standard of living. Doing this at the expense of others
is clearly contrary to biblical teaching. At the same time,
lowering our standard of living by being less productive is
not good stewardship either. We should promote policies that
reflect a willingness to reduce our consumption to benefit
others while promoting improvements across the board. What
might this look like?

Increased legal immigration for a variety of skill and
educational levels, believing that we have the ingenuity
to utilize these additional resources productively.
Fair  pay  for  all  jobs  with  strong  penalties  for
employers who break the laws.
Requiring immigrants to maintain a record of gainful
employment.
Rapid deportation for those who enter illegally.
While  there  is  a  real  terrorist  threat,  making  it
difficult to enter our country surreptitiously.
Pressuring other countries not to exploit their labor
force.

Although there is no simple scriptural prescription to “fix”
the immigration issue, Christians can model how to reach out
in  compassion  and  submit  to  authority  at  the  same  time.
Prayerfully consider how God wants you to respond in this
area.

Notes
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Emerging  Adults  Part  2:
Distinctly Different Faiths –
Evangelical Views Declining

National Study of Youth and Religion
The National Study of Youth and Religion (Wave 3) contains the
detailed data from which Christian Smith presented a summary
of the results in his book, Souls in Transition: The Religious
&  Spiritual  Lives  of  Emerging  Adults.  My  prior  article,
“Emerging  Adults  and  the  Future  of  Faith  in  America,”
summarized some of the important results reported in his book.
One of his results showed that the number of young adults who
identify themselves as not religious or as a religious liberal
has grown from one in three young adults in 1976 to almost two
out of three young adults in 2008. This huge difference in
beliefs reflects that the dominant culture has changed from
supporting Christian beliefs to now being basically counter to
them. Today’s emerging adults are immersed in a postmodern
culture that “stressed difference over unity, relativity over
universals, subjective experience over rational authorities,
feeling over reason.”{1}
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This culture has produced a set of young Americans who may
still  claim  to  be  associated  with  Protestant  or  Catholic
beliefs but in reality have accepted the view that God and
Christ are potentially helpful upon death, but are of little
value until then. As these young adults moved from teenagers
into emerging adults, Smith found that over four out of ten of
them became less religious over a five year span. However, he
did find that about one in three would identify themselves as
evangelical and probably continue to identify themselves that
way for the foreseeable future.

However, to look at the data more closely, we can access this
study of 18- to 23-year-olds online at the Association of
Religious Data Archives.{2} Using this data, we can look at
the association between questions in ways that we could not
see in Christian Smith’s book. As we studied this data, we
found an even bleaker view of the future of the evangelical
church than that presented by his book.

Along  with  general  demographic  information,  the  questions
asked  by  the  survey  can  be  generally  divided  into  four
segments:  Religious  Beliefs,  Religious  Practices,  Cultural
Beliefs, and Cultural Practices. When we analyze the data in
these four segments, we find a significant disconnect between
each of these four segments. One might expect that we would
find a small but significant subset that shared an evangelical
belief  and  practice  and  that  applied  those  beliefs
consistently to their cultural beliefs and practices. Instead,
what we find is that of 881 evangelicals, a grand total of
zero (that is zilch, nada, none) share a common set of beliefs
across all four categories. In other words, there is no set of
common beliefs amongst these 18- to 23-year-olds who belong to
an evangelical church.

It is worth noting here that the 881 evangelicals discussed
here are down from the 1064 evangelicals in the study of this
same group as teenagers. The 881 includes 728 who were among
the 1064 plus 155 new evangelicals. The new evangelicals were



about  one-third  from  mainline  protestant,  one-third  from
catholic, and one-third from not religious or non-Christian
religions. Of the 336 who left evangelical Christianity about
half went to other Christian religions and the other half went
to  nonreligious  or  indeterminate  religious  beliefs.  Almost
undoubtedly, if we were to include these original evangelicals
in our evangelical statistics we would get even worse data. We
should also note here that this group was 18 to 23 in 2008 so
now they are 20 to 25. However, we will refer to them as 18 to
23 in this article.

Religious Beliefs
Let  us  begin  by  first  considering  the  data  on  religious
beliefs. By itself, this is very interesting. First, we find
that four out of five of those associated with an evangelical
church believe in God as a personal being and Jesus as His Son
who was raised from the dead. Unfortunately, it also means we
are starting with one-fifth of those still associated with an
evangelical church who either don’t believe in God or in Jesus
as  His  Son.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that  one-third  of
mainline Protestants and nearly half of Catholics have this
same attitude of unbelief. However, the number of evangelicals
who believe in God and Christ is still a significant number
and is 28% of the total population of 18- to 23-year-olds in
America. When we add in the mainline and Catholic believers,
we find approximately half of all young adults have a correct
view of God and Jesus at this very basic level. Although half
is not what we would like, it is probably more than we would
expect to find with active Christians.

But when we add in the concepts that only people whose sins
are forgiven through faith in Jesus Christ go to heaven and
that  there  is  only  one  true  religion,  the  number  of
evangelicals in this age group who agree drops to 38%. Thus,
only  one  in  three  ascribe  to  the  most  basic  beliefs  of
evangelical Christianity. When we add in mainline Protestants



and Catholics, the percentage of young Americans who believe
in salvation only through Jesus Christ drops to less than one
in five.

When one adds in the concepts that faith is important, that
demons are real beings, and that there are some actions that
are always right or wrong, and combine those with attending a
worship service at least two times a month, the number among
evangelicals drops to less than one in five. That is, four out
of  five  young  evangelicals  do  not  agree  with  these  basic
concepts.  For  mainline  Protestants  and  Catholics,  the
percentages are 9% and 2%, indicating that almost none of them
have  a  basic  set  of  Christian  beliefs.  Combining  these
together shows that only 7% of all young adults hold to these
basic beliefs.

Clearly, we have a major disconnect of belief for this age
group, even among those who are associated with an evangelical
church. As we probe beyond God and Jesus, we find that most of
them do not have a set of beliefs consistent with the basic
truths of the Bible.

In  his  book,  Smith  points  out  that  for  emerging  adults
“evidence and proof trump blind faith.”{3} By this he means
that most emerging adults view scientific views as based on
evidence and truth while religious beliefs are simply blind
faith. As one young person put it, “I mean there is proven
fact and then there is what’s written in the Bible–and they
don’t match up.”{4} Or as another young person put it, “You
have to take the Bible as symbolic sometimes. If you take it
as literal there’s definitely a problem. There’s scientific
proof [that contradicts it]. So you have to take it piece by
piece and choose what you want to believe.”{5}

The interesting result of this belief is that it does not
primarily apply to the extremely small segment of the Bible
which some might consider at odds with scientific theories
(e.g., creation of the universe). Rather, they apply it to



things like teachings on sexuality, the uniqueness of Jesus,
and the beginning of life. So they use the excuse of science
to  modify  any  beliefs  taught  by  the  Bible  that  are
inconsistent  with  current  cultural  beliefs.

Religious Practices
Perhaps we have now found the truly religious 18- to 23-year-
olds among the one-out-of-four evangelicals that express a set
of  core  religious  beliefs.  Even  if  we  add  another  seven
questions on belief in things like life after death, heaven,
judgment  day,  and  miracles,  we  still  have  almost  15%  of
evangelical young adults who answer correctly. However, if
this 15% is the core group of believers, then their religious
behaviors will match their beliefs.

If this group of young adults is the core group, we would
expect them to pray on a daily basis and to read the Bible at
least once per week. When asked those questions, less than one
in ten evangelical emerging adults hold the religious beliefs
and engage in the religious practices. In fact, nearly half of
those with the core beliefs do not read their Bibles or pray.
When we add on questions about whether they are interested in
learning more about their faith and have shared their faith
with someone else, the number drops to less than one in twenty
of the evangelical young adults. So, over 95 out of 100 young
people affiliated with evangelical churches do not believe and
practice their belief. Sadly, if we look at those who do these
things and attend Sunday School or some weekday group and have
read a devotional book in the last year, the number drops to
3% of evangelicals.

This  data  clearly  shows  that,  for  18-  to  23-year-old
evangelicals, beyond a belief in God and Jesus there is no
common  set  of  beliefs  and  practices.  Virtually  every
evangelical young adult will depart from the faith on one or
more basic core beliefs and practices. It appears that there
is no common core group of dedicated faithful believers among



this age group.

As Christian Smith points out, emerging adults view religious
ideas as a cafeteria line where you take the ones you like and
leave the rest behind. As he says, “People should take and use
what is helpful in it, . . . and they can leave the rest. . .
. At least some parts of religions are ‘outdated.’ Emerging
adults are the authorities for themselves on what in religion
is good or useful or relevant for them.”{6} As one of the
emerging  adults  put  it,  “Instead  of  fighting  various
religions, I just kinda combined religious ideas that were
similar or sounded good.”{7} So, since the emerging adult is
the authority on what religious beliefs to accept rather than
the  Scriptures,  their  culture  determines  their  religious
beliefs rather than the other way around.

Cultural Beliefs
The data from this survey indicates that there is not a set of
doctrinally  pure  religious  believers  in  the  18  to  23  age
range. But perhaps they are clearer on cultural beliefs that
should be informed by their faith. To make the analysis easier
we will consider two different sets of beliefs. The first set
looks at their beliefs about creation, waiting on sex until
marriage, and respect for religion in America. The second set
considers living meaningful but not guilty lives, caring about
the poor, and being against unmarried sex and divorce.

When asked about the creation of the world, approximately half
of the evangelical emerging adults said that God created the
world without using evolution over a long period of time to
create  new  species.  Only  one  in  four  young  evangelicals
believe they should wait to have sex and don’t need to try out
sex with their partner before they get married. Interestingly,
only 16% of mainline Protestants and less than one in ten
Catholic young adults believe the same way. As Smith points
out, this belief is odd given the numerous studies which show
that couples who do not live together before marriage have a



significantly greater chance of success than those who do.
Forty-eight percent of evangelicals have respect for organized
religion in this country and believe it is ok for religious
people to try to convert other people to their faith. However
when  we  combine  these  three  beliefs  together,  i.e.  about
creation, sex, and evangelism, we find that only one in ten
evangelicals, one in twenty mainline Protestants, and only one
in a hundred Catholics agree with all three of these areas.
Then when we look to see how many have the religious beliefs
and practices and believe these cultural topics, we find that
only 8 evangelicals (< 1%) and no mainline Protestants or
Catholics qualify. Thus, we have only 8 people out of over
2500  who  have  a  consistent  set  of  evangelical  religious
beliefs, religious practices, and cultural beliefs.

Of course that is only a small subset of the cultural beliefs
that should be impacted by our religious beliefs. Let’s look
at few more. Let’s consider those who have not felt guilty
about things in their life over the last year, who believe
their life is meaningful and that they can change important
things in their life as needed. We find that approximately
one-third  of  each  of  the  major  groups  agree  with  these
statements. If we look at how many don’t need to buy more and
who care about the needs of the poor, we find that about one
in  four  of  all  young  adults  agree  with  these  objectives.
However, when we combine these two areas, we find that only
about one in ten young adults agree. Now add in the idea that
unmarried sex and divorce are not okay, a statement with which
28% of evangelicals and 14% of all emerging adults agree. When
we combine all three of these belief areas, we discover that
only 2% of evangelicals agree with all three areas. If we
combine these areas with religious beliefs and practices, we
find that only four evangelicals (or less than one in two
hundred) agreed.

When  we  combine  both  sets  of  cultural  beliefs  with  the
religious beliefs and practices, we find that there is one



emerging adult out of over 2500 who agrees with those beliefs.

In both sets of data above, we considered questions dealing
with sexual activity. In the first, we saw that the idea of
waiting to have sex until marriage was rejected by three out
of four of the evangelical, emerging adults. In the second set
of data, we saw that a similar number believe that unmarried
sex and divorce are okay. These beliefs are clearly counter to
the teaching of Christianity, but they are dominant beliefs
among evangelical, emerging adults. As Christian Smith put it,
“[M]ost emerging adults reduce a certain cognitive dissonance
they feel–arising from the conflict of religious teachings
against partying and sex before marriage versus their wanting
to  engage  in  those  behaviors–by  mentally  discounting  the
religious teachings and socially distancing themselves from
the source of those teachings.” In other words, they discount
any religious teachings that would discourage them from doing
what the culture promotes as acceptable, contrasted with the
Bible which says, “Love not the world neither the things of
the world. For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh
and the lust of the eyes and the boastful pride of life, are
not of the Father but are of the world.”{8}

Cultural Practices
Perhaps the disturbing cultural beliefs are belied by the
cultural  practices.  Let’s  look  at  some  of  the  relevant
cultural practices addressed in the National Study on Youth
and Religion. Let’s begin with the number of people who have
not smoked pot or engaged in binge drinking in the two weeks
before the survey. Among evangelical, emerging adults over
half (54%) have not engaged in these two activities. Of course
this also means that almost half of them have engaged in one
of both of these activities. Amongst Catholic emerging adults,
two out of three have engaged in these behaviors.

How many have not engaged in viewing X-rated videos in the
last year or unmarried sex (including oral sex)? This number



begins at approximately one third of evangelicals not engaging
in unmarried sex but drops to only one fifth when X-rated
videos are added. So, 4 out of 5 evangelical, emerging adults
are engaged in sexual sin, most of them on a regular basis.

On another venue of behavior, how many emerging adults have
given money for charitable purposes, volunteered, and don’t
admire people based on how much money they have? We find that
approximately 15% of evangelicals, mainline Protestants, and
Catholics have done so. So, over 8 out of 10 have not given of
themselves to help others.

Certainly  Christians  are  called  to  “give  thanks  in  all
circumstances” (1 Thess. 5:18) and to “set their minds on
heavenly things” (Col. 3:2). So let’s consider those who are
grateful for the present and sometimes think about the future.
This includes about half of all emerging adults. Thus, over
half of emerging adults seldom give thanks and rarely think
about the future.

Now let’s combine these thoughts and actions together and we
find that only about 2% of all emerging adults hold to a
biblical set of practices. So even though over half hold to a
belief in abstaining from drugs and binge drinking, one-fifth
affirm abstaining from illicit sexual activity, half hold to
an attitude of gratitude for the present and the future, and
15% have given in some way of their time or money, when you
combine them together only 2% have done all four items.

If  we  combine  the  four  categories,  Religious  Beliefs,
Religious Practices, Cultural Beliefs, and Cultural Practices,
we find that no one holds to the set of beliefs which are most
consistent with Scripture.

Conclusions
There are many conclusions that could be drawn from the data
above. Two of the most important conclusions are as follows.



First, the basic religious beliefs of emerging adults largely
depart from the Bible, and when you add in religious practices
and  cultural  beliefs  and  practices  we  find  that  no  one
maintains a distinctly biblical worldview. Second, there does
not appear to be uniformity in the beliefs of emerging adults.
Rather than having a subset of evangelicals, say 15%, holding
to  a  distinctly  biblical  worldview,  you  end  up  with  none
because they trip up in different areas.

As Christian Smith pointed out, “emerging adults felt entirely
comfortable  describing  various  religious  beliefs  that  they
affirmed but that appeared to have no connection whatsoever to
the  living  of  their  lives.”{9}  This  is  because  religious
teachings are not the authority on this world. Rather, it is
what you choose to believe that is your authority for the
“truth” in your life. As one emerging adult put it, “I think
that what you believe depends on you. I don’t think I could
say that Hinduism is wrong or Catholicism is wrong . . . I
think it just depends on what you believe.”{10} This concept
results in a set of evangelical, emerging adults who don’t
hold to a set of common beliefs about God, Jesus, religion,
and cultural practices, but instead hold to a wide variety of
beliefs  which  are  counter  to  the  Bible.  We  must  not  say
because they go to church that they believe the truth of the
Bible. This survey shows that almost certainly they do not.

At Probe, we are committed to making a difference in this
emerging generation. Over the next decade, we are committed to
freeing the minds of 50 million Christians and converting them
into confident ambassadors for Christ. If we and others like
us are not successful, the children of these emerging adults
may have no Christian example to follow.
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Look at Issues Facing Young
Christians
“Emerging adults” is a term coined by sociologists to capture
the new reality of 18- to 30-year-old Americans who have not
fully assumed the responsibilities of classic adulthood. In
previous articles, we looked at disturbing information on the
beliefs  of  emerging  adults  in  America  from  surveys  by
Christian Smith of Notre Dame, by Probe Ministries, and by
others.  In  them,  we  found  clear  evidence  of  accelerating
erosion in accepting and adhering to basic biblical truths for
living, even among those who were born again. Our emerging
cultural milieu of pop post-modernism is clearly taking many
young adult Christians captive to the “philosophies of men”
(Col. 2:8). Here we will take a closer look at the erosion of
belief in several important areas.

 Christian Smith and his fellow researchers at Notre Dame
published an initial book, Souls in Transition, covering the
results of their 2008 survey of the religious beliefs and
actions  of  emerging  adults  from  age  18  through  23.  We
discussed their findings in two earlier articles: Emerging
Adults and the Future of Faith in America, and Emerging Adults
Part 2: Distinctly Different Faiths. Their deep distress over
some of the results of their surveys and interviews led them
to  publish  a  follow-up  book  in  2011  entitled  Lost  in
Transition: The Dark Side of Emerging Adulthood. In this book,
they focus on five specific areas of concern identified by
their earlier research:

1. Moral aimlessness

2. Materialistic consumerism

3. Intoxicated living

4. Deep troubles from sexually liberated behavior
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5. Lack of interest in civic and political life

The  troubling  characteristics  of  emerging  adult  life  in
America in the early years of the twenty-first century remind
us of what Paul warned of in 2 Timothy when he wrote: “in the
last days difficult times will come. For men will be lovers of
self, lovers of money, . . . arrogant, . . . ungrateful, . . .
without self-control, . . . reckless, conceited, lovers of
pleasure rather than lovers of God, holding to a form of
godliness, although they have denied its power” (2 Tim 3:1-5).

One  major  factor  in  the  growth  of  these  problems  is  the
widespread  acceptance  of  pop  post-modernism  throughout  our
culture. As Smith points out, the post-modern theory became
“democratized  and  vulgarized  in  U.S.  culture”  becoming  a
“simple-minded ideology presupposing the cultural construction
of everything, individualistic subjectivism, soft ontological
antirealism and absolute moral relativism.”{1}

This popularized post-modern view says there is no objective
truth, only the practical truth I choose to live by with my
friends.  This  view  leads  to  a  basic  disconnect  with  the
teaching of Jesus who claimed His purpose was to “testify to
the truth” (Jn. 18:37) because He is the truth.

Dale Tackett, author of The Truth Project, put the problem
this way, “When what is right is what’s good for me, you will
find all of the moral chaos that we see today.”{2}

In what follows, we will focus on three of the five areas of
concern: moral aimlessness, materialistic consumerism, and the
lack of interest in civic and political life.

Moral Viewpoint — A Floating Standard
In his study of American emerging adults, Smith found that
their morality is adrift with no standard to hold it in place.



What is morality in the first place? Morality is defined as “a
system  of  ideas  of  right  and  wrong  conduct.”{3}  For
Christians,  this  system  is  set  out  for  us  in  the  Bible,
particularly in the Ten Commandments, the teachings of Jesus,
and the New Testament epistles. The Bible makes it clear that
God is the source of true morality. It is our responsibility
to learn and apply His moral precepts. As Jesus said in the
Sermon on the Mount, “Let your light shine before men in such
a way that they may see your good works and glorify your
Father who is in heaven” (Matt. 5:16). Or as Paul instructed
in 1Thessalonians, “examine everything carefully; hold fast to
that  which  is  good;  abstain  from  every  form  of  evil”
(5:21-22). Paul is saying hold fast to the morality taught by
Christ.

In a Christian nation, how can there be any confusion about
morality? Well, sixty percent of emerging adults say that
“morality  is  a  personal  choice,  entirely  a  matter  of
individual decision. Moral rights and wrongs are essentially
matters of individual opinion, in their view.”{4} And where do
these opinions come from? One emerging adult put it this way,
“Like just kinda things that I thought up, that I decided was
right for me. So I don’t know. I honestly don’t. It just kinda
came outta thin air.”{5} So, we can either look for the Bible
as the source of our morality or we can just create it out of
thin air.

When faced with a moral choice, almost half of them said they
would do what made them feel happy or would help them get
ahead. Less than one out of five said they would “do what God
or the scripture” says is right. Many of them said they would
not really know if their choice was right or wrong until after
it was done and they could evaluate how they felt about it.

Not only do they not look to the Bible or society for their
moral compass; they believe that it is morally wrong to assume
there is a common morality that applies to all. Because we
must be tolerant and accept other’s views as right for them,



we must not apply our moral precepts to their actions. As
Smith put it, “Giving voice to one’s own moral views is itself
nearly immoral.” What they fail to realize is that complete
moral relativism and tolerance actually dishonor the beliefs
of others. With this view, they cannot accept new views which
are superior to their own or act to correct views which are
inferior.  What  someone  else  thinks  is  about  morality  is
immaterial to them.

This type of thinking will ultimately lead to disaster for the
people embracing it. As Chuck Colson said, “So often, the
great  disasters  (of  the  past)  were  caused  by  people
disregarding God’s standard of right and wrong and doing what
was right in their own eyes . . . We’ve stopped moral teaching
in our country and we are seeing the inevitable consequence of
failing to teach moral values to a culture. We are seeing
chaos.”{6}

The whole topic of morality is not something most emerging
adults give much thought to. One third of them could not think
of any moral dilemmas that they had faced in their lives,
while another third of them offered examples that were not
actually moral dilemmas. For example, one of them stated, “I
guess renting the apartment thing, whether or not I would be
able to afford it.” That is a dilemma but it is not a moral
dilemma. So through their education from their parents and
schools, the vast majority of emerging adults really have not
gained a good working knowledge of the concept of morality
much less its importance to society. Yet in 1 Peter, Peter
makes it clear that our moral actions are one of the most
important ways that Christians can share the good news of
Jesus Christ. As he said, “For such is the will of God that by
doing right you may silence the ignorance of foolish men”
(2:15).



Consumerism — The True Objective of Life
What impact has consumer culture had on the lives of emerging
adults?

As Christians, our lives are to be about far more than how
much we are able to consume. Jesus never gave his disciples
instructions  on  how  to  increase  their  economic  wealth.
Instead, He sent his disciples out to minister with little
more than the clothes on their backs. Similarly, Paul learned
to be content with whatever the Lord provided. He states, “I
know how to get along with humble means, and I also know how
to live in prosperity; in any and every circumstance I have
learned the secret of being filled and going hungry, both of
having  abundance  and  suffering  need.  I  can  do  all  things
through Him who strengthens me” (Phil. 4:12-14). To be clear,
the Bible does teach us much about how to operate successfully
in the business world. But, it is also clear that our purpose
in life is to be focused on things with eternal value and not
on how much we can accumulate and consume on this earth.

Yet, as a whole, the young, emerging adults in this nation
have missed the call of Christ to focus our lives on the
eternal rather than the temporal. Instead, not only have they
bought into consumerism as the primary goal of life, but they
appear to be unable to consider any shortcomings in a life
focused on what they can consume. Smith reports, “Contemporary
emerging  adults  are  either  true  believers  or  complacent
conformists when it comes to mass consumerism.”{7}

As one emerging adult put it, “It feels good to be able to get
things that you want and you work for the money. If you want
something, you go get it. It makes your life more comfortable
and I guess it just make you feel good about yourself as
well.”{8} That statement by itself might not seem so bad until
you realize that it is their sole method to feel good about
themselves. The more you can consume the better. They miss the
balanced view of material things taught in the Bible. For



example, in Proverbs we are told,

Give me neither poverty nor riches;

Feed me with the food that is my portion,

That I not be full and deny You and say, “Who is the LORD?”

Or that I not be in want and steal,

And profane the name of my God (Prov. 30:8,9).

In addition, the idea of limiting one’s consumption in order
to  have  the  resources  to  help  others  is  foreign  to  most
emerging adults. Many of them would like to see the needs of
the starving people met, “just not by me, not now.” If they
ever reach a state in life where all their consumer desires
are  met,  then  they  may  consider  using  some  resources  for
charitable causes. One obvious problem with this approach is
that our consumer conscious society always has something new
and better that you must purchase and experience.

This attitude is in contrast to that of the Macedonians Paul
commends in his second letter to the Corinthian church:

. . . that in a great ordeal of affliction their abundance of
joy and their deep poverty overflowed in the wealth of their
liberality. For I testify that according to their ability,
and beyond their ability, they gave of their own accord,
begging us with much urging for the favor of participation in
the support of the saints, and this, not as we had expected,
but they first gave themselves to the Lord and to us by the
will of God (2 Cor. 8:1-6).

Rather than “seeking the kingdom of God and his righteousness”
and letting the material things be of secondary importance,
most young America adults are seeking consumer nirvana and its
false sense of well being. With no external moral compass for



guidance, they are unwilling to express concerns about the
grossest forms of excessive consumerism. As most of them said
when asked, “If someone wants it, who am I to say that they
are wrong?” When emerging adults refer to a good life, they
talk about what they want to possess rather than the good that
they can contribute to the world. I find it sad to think about
being remembered for how much I consumed rather that how much
I contributed. But this thought does not seem to bother these
emerging adults.

Civic and Political Involvement — Not For
Me
Let continue by examining another disturbing characteristic of
young, emerging adults identified by Christian Smith through
his extensive surveys and interviews over the last five years:
their perception of civic and political involvement. Smith
summarizes their attitude by saying, “The vast majority of the
emerging  adults  we  interviewed  remain  .  .  .  politically
disengaged, uninformed, and distrustful. Most in fact feel
disempowered, apathetic, and sometimes even despairing when it
comes to the larger social, civic, and political world beyond
their  own  lives.”{9}  When  we  consider  that  the  polls  and
interviews driving this assessment occurred in the summer of
2008  during  the  perceived  youth  movement  which  brought
President  Obama  into  office,  this  result  on  political
involvement  is  particularly  surprising.

Some might say that being actively involved in politics is not
the right course of action for Christians. And, thus, they may
applaud  this  result.  We  certainly  agree  that  our  primary
purpose as Christians will not and cannot be fulfilled through
political action. However, what we are talking about here is
not a lack of political activism, but rather a disengagement
from active participation in the political process. As Paul
instructed  Timothy,  “I  urge  that  entreaties,  prayers,



petitions and thanksgivings be made on behalf of all men, for
kings and all who are in authority in order that we may lead a
tranquil and quiet life in all godliness and dignity” (1 Tim.
2:1-2). We are to be concerned about the impact of government
on our lives. If the people Paul were writing to had the right
to vote, I am confident he would have said to pray for and
exercise your right to vote.

Through his research, Smith identified six different attitudes
toward  civic  involvement  among  emerging  adults.  These
attitudes  are:

1. The apathetic are completely uninterested in politics and
make  up  twenty-seven  percent  of  emerging  adults.  It  is
important to note that these individuals were not apathetic
in general, just about this area of life.

2. The uninformed said their lack of interest was driven by
their lack of knowledge about the issues and the players. The
uninformed made up thirteen percent of emerging adults.

3. The distrustful know a reasonable amount about political
issues  but  do  not  participate  because  they  distrust  the
political system and politicians. They believe exercising
their right to vote will not make any difference.

4. The disempowered point to their inability to change the
world (rather than distrust of the process) as their reason
to be uninvolved. Around ten percent of emerging adults fall
into this category.

5. The marginally political represent those who expressed
some interest in politics but whose interest did not appear
to  lead  to  actual  involvement  in  the  process.  These
marginally political emerging adults make up twenty-seven
percent of those interviewed.

6. That leaves four percent of emerging adults (all males)
who appear to be genuinely political; that is, interested and



involved in the process.

In summary, their interviews found two-thirds of the emerging
adult population completely uninvolved and almost one-third
with a very limited involvement. This meant only four percent
considered the process an important responsibility in life.

This seemingly fatalistic view of politics was found to carry
over in other areas of civic involvement such as volunteering
and charitable giving. Smith summarized their results saying,
“Contrary to some of the stories told in the popular media,
most emerging adults in America have extremely modest hopes,
if any, that they can change society or the world for the
better, whether by volunteering or anything else.”{10} With
that perception, providing help to others is not a requirement
for righteousness, but simply an optional personal choice that
most are not prepared to make.

Thinking back to our earlier discussion on the lack of a moral
viewpoint, Smith’s research found a significant association
between  those  who  believe  all  morality  is  relative  and
individualistic  and  an  attitude  of  apathy,  ignorance,  and
distrust of the political process. In addition, Smith found a
significant  relationship  between  “enthusiasm  for  mass
consumerism  and  lack  of  interest  in  political
participation.”{11}  So  these  three  attitudes  (no  moral
standards, consumer consumption as our primary objective, and
no real political or civic involvement) appear to be common
elements of the emerging adult belief system.

Emerging Adults — Where Will They Take
Us?
One root cause of the attitudes expressed by emerging adults
in American is pop post-modern individualism. Each individual
must decide what is true for him or her and must not accept a



common truth. Therefore, most emerging adults cannot grasp the
concept of an objective reality beyond their individual selves
that would have any bearing on their lives. As we have seen,
this concept undermines their moral compass, their attitudes
about consumer consumption, and their involvement in society
through politics, volunteering, and charitable giving.

These dominant patterns of emerging adult thought in America
should make us consider: “What does it mean?” and, “How can we
do something about it?” Some might say it is just the way
young people are. We were that way when we were young. They
will snap out of it. To that idea Smith would say, “It is a
different world today. . . . To think otherwise is to self-
impose a blurred vision that cannot recognize real life as it
is  experienced  today  and  so  cannot  take  emerging  adults
seriously.”{12}

Others may say that is not what I hear on the news. Our young
adults  are  leading  a  new  wave  of  service  and  public
involvement. To which Smith would say, “The fact that anyone
ever  believed  that  idea  simply  tells  us  how  flimsy  the
empirical evidence that so many journalistic media stories are
based upon is and how unaccountable to empirical reality high-
profile journalism can be. . . . we – without joy – can set
the record straight here: almost all emerging adults today are
either apathetic, uninformed, distrustful, disempowered, or ,
at most marginally interested when it comes to politics and
public life. Both the fact itself and the reasons for it speak
poorly  of  the  condition  of  our  larger  culture  and
society.”{13} He continues: “One tendency is to claim that
emerging  adults  are  deeply  committed  to  social  justice,
passionately  engaged  in  political  activism,  actively
volunteering in their local communities, devoting themselves
to building a greener, more peaceful and just world. Almost
nothing could be further from the truth.”{14}

Although the vast majority of emerging adults are disengaged
from involvement in the public sphere, they are quite engaged



in a different way. As Smith points out, “they pursue these
private-sphere  emotional  and  relational  investments  with
fervent devotion. . . . progressing yet further toward the
nearly  total  submersion  of  self  into  fluidly  constructed,
private  networks  of  technologically  managed  intimates  and
associates.”{15}  He  is  referring  of  course  to  their
disconnected  connections  via  Facebook,  Twitter,  and  other
electronic social media.

We believe that there are several positive actions that we can
take as Christians to improve this situation.

First, we need to examine ourselves. Are we living our lives
under the direction of the ultimate source of morality, Jesus
Christ? Are we consumed by consumerism or are we living for
eternity?  Are  we  taking  an  active  part  in  impacting  our
society so that we may live godly and peaceful lives for
Christ?

Next, we need to recognize that emerging adults under the age
of thirty are, for the most part, not taking on the full
responsibilities of adulthood. They are still emerging and,
consequently, still need coaching. However, as Smith points
out,  “One  of  the  striking  social  features  of  emerging
adulthood  is  how  structurally  disconnected  most  emerging
adults are from older adults. . . Most emerging adults live
this crucial decade of life surrounded mostly by their peers .
. . who have no more experience, insight, wisdom, perspective,
or balance than they do.”{16} As parents, pastors, co-workers,
we should continue to actively engage them in a mentor role.
It is important that:

1. They understand we look to the Bible as the source for our
moral decisions.

2. We are living in this world as citizens of heaven and as
such consumer consumption is not our purpose for living.

3. We have a responsibility to be engaged in our society to



keep our freedom to lead godly lives serving the Lord.

The apostle Peter put it this way: “Beloved, I urge you as
aliens and strangers to abstain from fleshly lusts which wage
war against the soul. Keep your behavior excellent among the
Gentiles so that in the thing in which they slander you as
evil doers, they may on account of your good deeds, as they
observe them, glorify God in the day of visitation” (1 Pet.
2:11,12).

Finally, we need to reach out to emerging adults who are
already involved in evangelical churches. We need to let them
know that it is okay to engage others with their worldview and
their source of truth, Jesus Christ. When they don’t share
their worldview with others as a gift from God, they are
effectively consigning those others to hell. Probe is in the
midst of preparing materials that you can use in your church
to directly address these issues.

Christian Smith captured the essence of this problem when he
wrote, “Might it be true that the farthest boundary of sight
that youth today can envision as real and being worth pursuit
is  entirely  imminent,  purely  material,  and  completely
mundane?”{17} As Christians, our boundary extends beyond this
universe to the halls of heaven and puts our lives in a new
perspective. Let that eternal perspective been seen in every
area of your life.

As historian Christopher Lasch put it, “There is only one cure
for the malady that afflicts our culture, and that is to speak
the truth about it.”{18}
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Is  it  Time  to  Change  Your
Filter?
Life doesn’t just happen to us; we experience it and interpret
it through a filter. That filter, like a pair of glasses,
consists of beliefs and values we might not even realize we
hold.

The  same  event  could  be  experienced  and  interpreted  in
different ways by different people because of their different
filters: for example, getting a flat tire. One person might
get out of the car, see the flat, and start to rage: “What the
**** is this? Why does this kind of **** always happen to me?
You stupid tire!” This response is the result of a filter that
believes life should be good and easy, that nothing bad should
ever happen to her. This unrealistic expectation is a setup
for  massive  disappointment  and  anger  when  life  doesn’t
cooperate.

Another person might see the flat and think, “Oh bummer! Well,
Lord, thank You for protecting me from a dangerous high-speed
blowout. Please help me here—would You send a road angel to
help me change out the spare?” This very different response is
the result of a filter that recognizes we live in a fallen
world where unfortunate and even bad things happen, but God is
still good and we can call on Him to help us at any and every
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time.

We can’t change life or the things that happen to us, but we
can change our filter to bring it into alignment with biblical
truth.

You might need to change your filter if:

• You consistently see the glass half-empty instead of half-
full; if you always put a negative spin on any news you
hear. [Check out Philippians 4:8]

•  You  see  any  comment  other  than  glowing  praise  as  a
personal attack that threatens your well-being, and you
aggressively growl back. [Check out Philippians 2:3]

•  You  dismiss  other  people’s  answers  to  prayers,  and
blessings they receive, as yet more proof that God loves
everybody but you. [Check out Romans 8:38-39]

• You evaluate everything in terms of how you feel about it.
You are nice to your spouse or your co-worker only when you
feel like being nice; you don’t repent if you don’t feel
repentant; you don’t spend time with God if you don’t feel
like it; you are obedient when you feel like being obedient,
etc. [Check out 2 Corinthians 10:5-6]

•  You  view  everything  in  terms  of  the  here-and-now,
temporal, earthly sphere, and ignore the eternal, spiritual
dimension. [Check out 2 Corinthians 4:18]

•  You  get  uncomfortable  when  people  bring  spiritual
conversations into Monday through Saturday because they only
belong to Sunday. [Check out all references to the Lord
Jesus Christ]

What do you think. . . is it time to change your filter?

 



This blog post originally appeared at
blogs.bible.org/engage/sue_bohlin/is_it_time_to_change_your_fi

lter
on Aug. 16, 2011.

Complete  in  Christ  and
Captive to Empty Deception

Problem of Captivity
God has laid a powerful vision on Probe Ministries, calling us
to  free  the  minds  of  fifty  million  culturally  captive
Christians  and  build  them  into  confident  ambassadors  for
Christ by the year 2020. Our survey analysis has shown that
cultural captivity is a growing problem within the church.{1}
To be effective in this mission, we need to understand the
different forms cultural captivity can take individually and
collectively.

Does the Bible provide any insight into cultural captivity and
the tools for setting believers free? In an earlier article,
we  looked  at  the  differing  types  of  cultural  captivity:
carnal, confused, compromised, and contented Christians.{2} In
this article we will see insights from the second chapter of
Colossians.

In Colossians 2:8, Paul warns the local Christians, “See to it
that no one takes you captive through philosophy and empty
deception,” and then he reminds them that they are “complete
in  [Christ].”{3}  What  does  this  thing  look  like  that  can
capture someone who is complete in Christ? How can I avoid it
or free myself from it in the power of Christ? Surely, the
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Christians  in  Colossae  were  asking  the  same  things.  Paul
thought as much for he points out four different views that
may take genuine Christians captive and keep them from doing
their part in the war of ideas.

In  Colossians  2:1-4,  Paul  warns  us  that  we  need  a  true
knowledge of “Christ, in whom are hidden all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge.” If we don’t completely understand the
fullness of Christ and His work of redemption, we are setting
ourselves up for those who would “delude you with persuasive
arguments.”{4}  We  must  fully  grasp  that  Christ  alone  is
necessary and sufficient for our salvation. We must believe it
in  the  day  to  day  living  of  our  lives—being  “rooted  and
grounded in Him.”{5}

In the remainder of the second chapter of Colossians, Paul
lists  four  specific  ways  that  our  thinking  can  be  taken
captive by the philosophy of men through persuasive arguments.
It is important to remember that these arguments are called
“persuasive,” meaning that they appear to make good sense and
have the power to sway our thinking. It is only by examining
these arguments in the light of Christ’s truth that their
falsehood comes to light. I want to examine each of the four,
considering how they would appear to the Colossian Christians
of that day and how they might play out in this decade.

The examples of cultural captivity exposed by Paul and still
relevant  to  our  lives  today  are  naturalism,  legalism,
mysticism  and  asceticism.  We’ll  begin  with  naturalism.

Naturalism:  Captive  to  Scientific
Deception
The first type of cultural captivity highlighted in Colossians
is found in our key verse, chapter 2 verse 8:

See to it that no one takes you captive through philosophy



and  empty  deception,  according  to  the  tradition  of  men,
according to the elementary principles of the world, rather
than according to Christ.

This verse has the only occurrence of the word “philosophy” in
the Bible. The Greek word literally means “the investigation
of truth and nature”{6} as emphasized by the remainder of this
verse. Thinking in accordance with the tradition of men and
the elementary principles of the world can captivate us. The
ways in which man explains how the world works and how we fit
into it can be a deceptive trap.

In Galatians 4:3, Paul tells us that apart from Christ we are
held in bondage by the elementary principles of the world.
When we try to limit the forces at work in our universe to
simply those elementary forces operating in our daily lives,
we are missing out on the powerful work of Christ in our world
far above and beyond the everyday forces of nature.

So  what  are  the  elementary  principles  that  lure  us  into
captivity today? Certainly, one of the most influential is
neo-Darwinism. As discussed in many articles at Probe.org,
neo-Darwinism says the world is the result of the strictly
natural processes of random mutations and natural selection.
This theory attempting to describe the current diversity and
complexity of life on this earth is the dominant view in our
society.  It  is  seen  by  many  as  the  culmination  of
understanding our existence in this world. In fact, it is full
of  problems,  having  no  plausible  explanation  for  1)  the
existence of a life-supporting planet, 2) the first occurrence
of life on this planet, or 3) the irreducible complexity of
life forms on this planet.

I would suggest that those Christians who put Christ’s role in
our  creation  at  a  level  below  that  of  these  elementary
principles are allowing themselves to be taken captive. If one
believes these principles are lord over Christ instead of the



other  way  around,  that  person  is  living  practically  as  a
citizen of this earth rather than as a citizen of heaven.

Legalism: Captive to Self-Made Godliness
A second form of cultural captivity, identified in the letter
to the Colossians, is legalism. Paul writes:

Therefore no one is to act as your judge in regard to food or
drink or in respect to a festival or a new moon or a Sabbath
day—things which are a mere shadow of what is to come; but
the substance belongs to Christ (Col 2:16-17).

Paul was warning against those attempting to take Christians
captive through the subtle lies of legalism, telling the new,
Gentile followers that believing in Christ was a good start,
but you also need to follow some of the laws of Moses if you
are to be righteous before God.

Notice  that  the  items  listed  in  this  verse  are  not
instructions on purity and righteous behavior. Rather, they
are specific practices given to Israel as precursors of the
coming Messiah. For example, the festival of Passover is a
marvelous foreshadowing of Christ’s sacrifice of Himself as
the Lamb of God to deliver us from slavery to the world of sin
and separation from God. But, why celebrate the Passover when
one can celebrate the real event? These behaviors designed to
prepare us for the coming of Christ are no longer necessary
now that we have the presence of Christ in our lives.

In the American culture, legalism appears to have been more
prevalent in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries than it is
today. But there are certainly forms of legalism which take
people captive today. If you are more interested in passing
laws to make some form of Christian behavior the law of the
land than you are in changing the hearts of men through the
gospel  of  Jesus  Christ,  you  may  be  captive  to  legalistic



thinking.

Another form of legalism is the practice of picking only parts
of the truth as applicable to you. Jesus noted in Matthew
15:3-6  that  this  type  of  legalism  was  present  in  the
Pharisaical view of committing their resources to God so that
they would not have to help their mothers and fathers. Today,
I can customize my religious beliefs to conform to what I
expect from my religion rather than what my religion sets as a
standard  for  my  life.  The  National  Survey  of  Youth  and
Religion tells us that over fifty-one percent of 18- to 23-
year-olds in American say “it is okay to pick and choose their
religious beliefs without having to accept the teachings of
their religious faith as a whole.”{7}

Mysticism:  Captive  to  Man’s  Composite
View of God
Earlier,  we  saw  naturalism  and  legalism  as  two  forms  of
cultural  captivity  for  Christians.  Now  we  will  consider
another  form  which  can  take  us  captive,  mysticism.  In
Colossians  2:18-19,  Paul  writes:

Let no one keep defrauding you of your prize by delighting in
self-abasement and the worship of the angels, taking his
stand on visions he has seen, inflated without cause by his
fleshly mind, and not holding fast to the head, from whom the
entire body, being supplied and held together by the joints
and ligaments, grows with a growth which is from God.

Here Paul is describing someone who drifts away by delighting
in self-derived sources of truth, that is, “visions he has
seen,” and other religious practices not taught by Christ.
This  person  delights  in  mixing  together  teachings  from
different religions to come up with one’s own personalized
religious  experience.  But  Christ  calls  us  to  worship  the



Father and the Son, not angels or our own self sacrifice.

Your first reaction may be that this is not a major area of
captivity for today’s Christians. However, when we begin to
consider examples of this type of thinking, we realize that it
is very prevalent in our society.

For example, consider the millions of people who joined Oprah
Winfrey in extolling and following the teachings of Eckhardt
Tolle,  author  of  A  New  Earth,  Awakening  to  Your  Life’s
Purpose. Tolle teaches a version of Eastern mysticism which he
discovered  in  a  vision.  Taking  his  stand  on  visions,  he
teaches we are all part of the universal life force to which
we should desire to return. He selectively misquotes Jesus
throughout  the  book,  identifying  Him  as  one  of  the  early
proponents of this mystic religion. Most of Tolle’s followers
come from Christian backgrounds, professing to be Christians
trying  to  find  a  way  to  integrate  his  teaching  with  the
teachings of Jesus.

One feature of Tolle’s teaching is the view that Jesus was one
of many who are bringing a form of truth to us. He believes
Buddha, Krishna, Mohammed are all trying to communicate the
same truth in different ways. This viewpoint is seen in the
National  Study  of  Youth  and  Religion  where  over  seventy
percent of American 18- to 23-year-olds disagreed with the
idea that only one religion was true. In our study of American
born-agains between 18 and 40, we found that less than half of
these  born-agains  believe  that  Jesus  is  the  only  way  to
heaven, not Mohammed or Buddha.

Asceticism:  Captive  to  Focusing  on  the
Flesh
A fourth form of cultural captivity identified in Colossians
is  asceticism.  The  American  Heritage  Dictionary  defines
asceticism as “the doctrine that a life of extreme self denial



and austerity releases the soul from bondage with the body and
permits union with the divine.” Asceticism was promoted in
Jesus’ time by the Essenes of the Jewish culture and the
Stoics of the Greek culture.

Since our hope is rooted in an imperishable life in heaven,
one could adopt the view that this earthly body needs to be
denied in light of our heavenly home. However, Paul warns us:

If you have died with Christ to the elementary principles of
the world, why, as if you were living in the world, do you
submit yourself to decrees, such as, “Do not handle, do not
taste, do not touch!” (which all refer to things destined to
perish with use) — in accordance with the commandments and
teachings of men? These are matters which have, to be sure,
the appearance of wisdom in self-made religion and self-
abasement and severe treatment of the body, but are of no
value against fleshly indulgence (Col 2:20-23).

Paul warns the Christians at Colossae not to fall for the idea
that we must remove our body from all pleasures of the world
to partake of the divine. He points out that obsession with
self-abasement and severe treatment of the body actually focus
our attention on the flesh. Thus, our focus is on eliminating
fleshly indulgence rather than on living lives that please
Jesus.

In our post-modern American culture, severe treatment of the
body does not appear to be attractive to most young adults
(except for extreme cases such as anorexia). Perhaps, though,
it is evidenced by some forms of the “buy green” movement.
What we do see is the opposite extreme, where an emphasis on
bodily enhancement for the here and now takes our focus off
the work of Christ. Of course, in other parts of the world
such as South America, extreme asceticism is practiced among
some believers.

We have seen four types of false thinking that could take



Christians captive in Colossae of the first century and can in
America  today.  The  four  types  are  naturalism,  legalism,
mysticism, and asceticism. If we recognize these forms of
captivity, as Christians, we can be free of them. We must ask
ourselves,  Does  this  way  of  thinking  add  anything  to  the
fullness of Christ? If I am already “complete in Him”,{8} how
can  these  add-ons  make  me  more  complete?  Obviously  they
cannot. So leave them behind and “as you have received Christ
Jesus as Lord so walk in Him.”{9}
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Dangerous Worldviews
Warm greetings from cold, cold Belarus, a country which is
part of the former Soviet Union (between Poland and Russia).
My  husband  and  I  are  here  this  week  to  teach  Christian
worldview and apologetics to Christ-followers. One’s worldview
(and  everyone  has  one,  whether  they  know  it  or  not)  is
comprised of a set of beliefs or presuppositions that are like
a pair of glasses through which we interpret the world and our
experiences in it.

In order to help our friends understand the importance of
viewing reality accurately, which is only possible with a pair
of glasses that consist of truths that align with what God has
revealed in scripture, we brought along a prop. We brought a
pair of goggles called “Drunk Busters” that give the wearer a
dizzying  approximation  of  what  being  drunk  does  to  your
vision. State police and drivers’ education programs use them
to demonstrate why it’s deadly to drink and drive.

We ask for a volunteer to first navigate a simple obstacle
course of chairs, catch an object we toss to them, and pick up
that object from the floor. No one has any trouble doing these
things.

Then they put on the goggles. They usually say, “Whoa!” It’s
very disorienting.

Navigating their way around the chairs, catching the objects
we  toss,  and  picking  up  anything  from  the  floor  suddenly
becomes not only difficult but comical to those watching.
Nothing is where they think it is. Their eyes lie to them
about reality. If they were behind the wheel of a car, they
would be very dangerous.
Then we make the point that having the wrong worldview, the
wrong set of beliefs and assumptions about reality, is also
very dangerous.

https://probe.org/dangerous-worldviews/
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It is dangerous eternally for a person to believe that God
does not exist, or that God is anything other than what He has
revealed Himself to be in His word and in His Son. It is
equally disastrous for someone to believe in no God (atheism),
and for someone to believe in a divine impersonal force that
permeates everything (variations on pantheism).

But the wrong worldview can also be dangerous for Christians
whose pair of glasses consists of a prescription with some
truth and some error. The majority of American Christians who
claim to be born again do not have a biblical worldview. What
they believe differs from what the Bible says. For example,
many believe in reincarnation. Many trust in astrology. Some
believe that God is distant, angry, and doesn’t particularly
like us, that this “Gee-Oh-Dee” will begrudgingly let us into
heaven  only  because  Jesus  died  in  our  place.  They  don’t
understand that God is Father, Son and Spirit, Who have always
loved us and welcome us enthusiastically into the circle of
Their divine love, fellowship, joy and camaraderie.

Some believers think that they put their trust in Christ to
save them when they die, but Jesus has nothing to say about
their life between salvation and death. So they live their
lives depending on the surrounding culture to give them wisdom
and instruction about how to be educated, how to choose a mate
and be married, how to parent, what kind of job to get, how to
spend  their  money  and  other  resources,  and  where  to  find
satisfaction in their lives while they wait for heaven. They
miss what Paul meant by “Christ, who is our life” (Col. 3:4).
The phrase “Christ in you, the hope of glory” (Colossians
1:27) is only an abstract concept unrelated to the way they
live their lives: essentially, “Jesus is in my heart, and I
keep Him stashed there till it’s time to go to heaven.”

It’s dangerous to have the wrong worldview that misses the
glorious truth that real life is only found in Jesus, that any
love we give or receive comes from Jesus to and through us,
that light comes from Jesus and all else is darkness. And it’s



far  more  tragic  than  bumping  into  an  obstacle  course  or
dropping a ball tossed to us.

How’s  your  worldview?  If  your  beliefs  and  the  things  you
assume are not corrected and established by God’s word, invite
Him to change your prescription, and expect Him to joyfully
start to transform your thinking!

Lord Jesus, transform me by renewing my mind (Romans 12:2). I
don’t even know what I don’t know; I don’t know what my blind
spots are, and I don’t know what I have wrong in my thinking.
I invite You to change me from the inside out so I think like
You!

 

This blog post originally appeared at
blogs.bible.org/engage/sue_bohlin/dangerous_worldview on Feb.

15, 2011

Those  are  sexy  worldview
glasses you’ve got there.

Feb. 3, 2011

E’s email is a response to the post “Glee-tastic!“

Ms. McKenzie
Don’t think Glee’s overt sexuality has no effect on you. It is
shaping you episode by episode. You are not immune.
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Hi E,
Thanks for writing. I appreciate where you’re coming from. Of
course you’re right. Whatever I watch shapes me. The question
is, am I simply resigned to being shaped passively? Or do I
have the option to take a more active role? I want you to know
that I do not underestimate the power of our culture to shape
us. That’s why I work at a worldview ministry. Worldview goes
a long way. The healthy view of sex I have intentionally
pursued through study and prayer and practice and fellowship
makes  the  nonsense  often  shown  on  screen  unattractive,
uninteresting,  and  particularly  sophomoric.  (Speaking  of  a
holistic biblical worldview on sex, let me recommend Lauren
Winner’s  excellent  book,  Real  Sex:  The  Naked  Truth  about
Chastity). Now, that being said, that does not mean that I am
immune.  I  have  to  be  careful  (again:  prayer,  study,
fellowship/community,  repentance).

I also understand that not everyone has the same level of
freedom to interact with various aspects of our unbelieving
society. Everyone is different. There are certain things which
are particularly spiritually unsafe for me—I know it in my
guts and bones; I just can’t go there. But I also know that
doesn’t mean it’s as dangerous for others as it is for me, and
I don’t begrudge others their freedom. Especially since it’s
so important to engage. Personal conviction derives from the
way God has uniquely created us as individuals and how our
singular personality and wiring is affected by the Fall – our
particular  tendencies,  weaknesses,  addictions,  our
circumstances, our personal history. The Apostle Paul calls us
“ministers of reconciliation,” those who bring back together
what has been separated, which Romans tells us is people and
all  of  creation,  the  combination  of  the  two  inevitably
including  what  people  create.  The  Church  has,  since  its
inception, chosen to reconcile, or redeem culture, generally,
in five different ways (for more on this, see our article,
“Christians and Culture”). And that’s good. Diversity is good.
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Through it we better image God in all his vastness. Creation.
Fall.  Redemption.  That  is  the  framework  we  have  for
understanding the world; and because the Bible is true, it’s
also the most accurate understanding of the world. However,
take out any part—creation, fall, redemption—and our vision is
blurred.

Anyone who believes he or she is safe from the all the various
temptations available in film is a fool. My colleague Todd
wisely  notes  and  advises,  “Exercising  rampant  Christian
freedom does not necessarily mean one is a strong Christian
[referring to 1 Cor 8]. It could indicate that one is too weak
to control one’s passions and is hiding behind the argument
that they are a stronger brother.” If we choose to watch TV or
movies at all, we must approach them through a “framework of
moderation,”  to  use  Todd’s  phrase,  that  addresses  our
particular weaknesses, for we are all of us the weaker brother
somewhere. “Teach me good discernment and knowledge, for I
believe in Your commandments” (Ps 119:66).
There is a difference between conviction and legalism. One of
those differences is the legalistic compulsion to impose one’s
personal convictions on others. It is possible to abstain from
certain types of movies and shows, or even all movies and
television,  in  a  genuinely  free  way.  I  greatly  admire  my
friends who abstain; who don’t even have a TV. Together we add
to the richness of each others’ lives by bringing perspective
to one another about who God is and how we relate to him.
Together we present to the world a more complete picture. It
is the diversity of the Body that most beautifully represents
Christ to the world. It is vital to our Christian calling to
live as much as we can in the tension between the pulls of



legalism and libertinism. The ebb and flow of this kind of
living is part of what in means to live the full, rich,
abundant life of Christ.

With affection in our Lord Jesus,
Renea

This blog post originally appeared at
reneamac.com/2011/02/03/those-are-sexy-worldview-glasses-

youve-got-there/

Boy Scouts and the ACLU: A
War of Worldviews
Byron  Barlowe,  an  Eagle  Scout  and  Assistant  Scoutmaster,
assesses  the  battle  with  the  values  of  the  ACLU  from  an
insider’s perspective.

Traditional  Mainstay  As  Good  Cultural
Influence  vs.  Liberal  Legal  Activists
with Social Engineering Agenda
In a gang-ridden section of Dallas, 13-year-old Jose saw a Boy
Scouts recruiting poster. That started Jose’s improbable climb
to Scouting’s highest rank of Eagle and a life of beating the
odds. He said this about Scoutmaster Mike Ross: “He was a
father figure watching over me, the first time I felt it from
someone other than my [single] mom.”{1}

In  February  2010,  the  Boy  Scouts  of  America,  or  BSA,
celebrated  a  century  of  building  traditional  values  into
nearly 100 million youths like Jose through adults like Mr.
Ross. The original Boy Scouts began in England in 1907. The
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Prime Minister said the new movement was “potentially ‘the
greatest  moral  force  the  world  has  ever  known’.”  Yet
surprisingly, there are those who would gut the movement of
its culture-shaping distinctives.

In this article we take a look at the warring worldviews of
The BSA and its arch-enemy, The American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU). In his book On My Honor: Why the American Values of
the Boy Scouts Are Worth Fighting For, Texas governor and
Eagle Scout Rick Perry writes, “The institutions we saw as
bulwarks  of  stability—such  as  the  Scouts—are  under  steady
attack  by  groups  that  seem  intent  upon  remaking  (if  not
replacing)  them  in  pursuit  of  a  very  different
[worldview].”{2}  In  a  crusade  to  elevate  the  minority
viewpoints of girls who want entry, as well as atheists and
gay  activists,  the  ACLU’s  unending  efforts  to  ensure
inclusiveness undermine the very Scout laws and oath that make
it strong—commitment to virtues like kindness, helpfulness and
trustworthiness. This is no less than a war of worldviews.

I ran through all the ranks from Cub Scouts to Eagle Scout,
worked professionally with the BSA, and now serve as Asst.
Scoutmaster.  I  have  first-hand,  lifelong  knowledge  of
Scouting’s  benefits  to  boys,  their  families,  and  society.
Nowhere else can young men-in-the-making be exposed to dozens
of new interests (which often inspire lasting careers) and
gain confidence in everything from leadership to lifesaving to
family life. Scouting is good life skills insurance!

The pitched battle between the BSA and the ACLU embodies what
many call the Culture Wars—battles that in this case reveal
contrasting  values  like  humanism  vs.  religious  faith,
politically  correct  “tolerance”  vs.  more  traditional,
absolutist  views  and  radical  individual  rights  vs.
group–centered  freedoms  of  speech  and  association.  The
contrast is stark.

Conservatives relate most to Scouting. “Of course, the Boy



Scout Handbook is rarely regarded as being a conservative
book. That probably accounts for why the Handbook has managed
to continuously stay in print since 1910. If it were widely
known how masterly the book inculcates conservative values, it
would, like Socrates, be charged with corrupting the nation’s
youth.”{3}

Scouting is also good for culture. Harris pollsters found that
former Scouts agreed in larger numbers than non-Scouts that
the following behaviors are “wrong under all circumstances”:
to exaggerate one’s education on a resume, lie to the IRS, and
steal office supplies for home use. Scouts pull well ahead of
non–Scouts  on  college  graduation  rates.  The  “stick-to-it”
mentality that Scouting demands comes into play here and in
other  findings.  Scouting  positively  affects  things  like
treating  co–workers  with  respect,  showing  understanding  to
those  less  fortunate  than  you  and  being  successful  in  a
career. “This conclusion is hard to escape: Scouting engenders
respect for others, honesty, cooperation, self–confidence and
other desirable traits.”{4} It also promotes the freedom to
exercise  a  Christian  worldview  within  its  program,  which
provides a venue for transmitting a Christian worldview within
the context of the outdoors and community service.

The absolutist morality of Scouting stands in stark relief to
the moral relativism of our day and to the ACLU’s worldview.
Wouldn’t you prefer to hire someone with Scouting’s values of
trustworthiness and honesty?

The Battles, Including Girls Joining the
BSA
The Boy Scouts of America celebrates its centennial this year,
but its long-time nemesis the ACLU isn’t celebrating. In fact,
they and other litigants have maintained a siege against the
BSA  in  court  in  order  to  transform  key  characteristics
including Scouting’s “duty to God,” the exclusion of openly



gay leaders, and Scouting’s access to government forums like
schools. “In all, the Boy Scouts have been involved in thirty
lawsuits  since  the  filing  of  the  [original]  case,”  many
brought by the ACLU.{5}

The opening salvo was a string of lawsuits on behalf of girls
who wanted membership, many brought by the ACLU. The primary
legal  issue  regarding  these  kinds  of  cases  is  “public
accommodation.” The BSA’s position is that refusing membership
to certain individuals like girls and open gays is its right
as a private organization. Freedoms of speech and association
are at stake for the BSA. Indeed, the definition of freedom of
association is “the right guaranteed especially by the First
Amendment . . . to join with others . . . as part of a group
usually  having  a  common  viewpoint  or  purpose  and  often
exercising the right to assemble and to free speech.”{6}

In the case of Mankes vs. the BSA, the plaintiff claimed that
restricting membership to boys amounted to sex discrimination.
Yet the court decided against the claim on the basis that “the
Boy  Scouts  did  not,  in  creating  its  organization  to  help
develop the moral character of young boys, intentionally set
out to discriminate against girls.”{7} Even the U.S. Congress
chartered separate Scouting organizations, one for girls and
one for boys, not one unisex organization.

C.S. “Lewis puts it this way in discussing the crisis of post-
Christian humanist education: ‘We make men without chests and
expect of them virtue and enterprise. We laugh at honor and
are shocked to find traitors in our midst.’”{8} I believe that
even  the  most  committed  feminist  would  inwardly  hope  for
brave, virtuous men of integrity. That’s what Boy Scouts is
all about: engendering young men with chests.

Underneath  these  battles  lies  an  aversion  to  any  kind  of
discrimination of supposed victims. The ACLU’s goals raise
ethical concerns: when one individual or a minority seeks
rights that are not in the best interest of the community at



large,  it  leads  to  unintended  consequences,  like  possibly
shutting down good institutions like the Scouts.

It’s understandable why some girls would want to participate.
However, given gender differences and the right to freedom of
association, it seems best to restrict the Boys Scouts to
boys.

The Battles over Gay Leaders (the Scouts’
Doctrine of “Morally Straight”)
A very contentious battle between the Boy Scouts of America
and equal rights advocates revolves around disallowing openly
gay leaders from joining the organization. “The BSA’s position
is that a homosexual who makes his sex life a public matter is
not an appropriate role model of the Scout Oath and Law for
adolescent boys.”{9} Or as Rick Perry puts it, “Tolerance is a
two-way street. The Boy Scouts is not the proper intersection
for a debate over sexual preference.” He continues, “A number
of  active  homosexuals,  with  the  assistance  of  the  ACLU
and…various  gay  activist  organizations  have  challenged  the
BSA’s long-standing policy.” {10}

The  landmark  Dale  case  featured  a  lifelong  Scouter  who
discovered his gay identity only then to realize the Scouts’
policy against openly gay leaders. Eventually landing in the
U.S. Supreme Court, BSA vs. Dale marked the end of cases in
this category. The Supreme Court ruled 5-4 that state laws may
not prohibit the BSA’s moral point of view and the right to
expressing its own internal leadership.{11}

Ultimately, gay people could launch their own organization and
any good Scout would recognize the right for them to do this.
Even  the  courts  have  implied  this  view,  again  and  again
upholding the Scout’s rights to operate the way they see fit.
Why would it be improper for a private organization like the
BSA to restrict leadership to those who share its values?



“BSA units do not routinely ask a prospective adult leader
about his (or her) sex life,” writes Perry.{12} This approach
falls in line with the controversial “Don’t ask, don’t tell”
doctrine  of  the  U.S.  military  that’s  currently  being
challenged in court. Where members of the military may be
concerned about the affect of another squad member’s sexuality
on its rank-and-file members, Scout units are concerned with
the even greater influence of adults on the minds and morals
of the children they lead.

A biblical worldview recognizes that belief that gay rights
supersede  traditional  moral  teachings  springs  from  the
fleshly, fallen state of man’s soul. Romans 1 says humans
“suppress the truth,” and speaks out against unnatural acts in
a  clear  allusion  to  homosexual  unions.  People—sometimes
believers—fight  morality  as  revealed  by  God  through  our
conscience and stated moral law. The virtue ethics of the
Scouts at least makes room for this morality.

Despite all the cases, “evidence of a planned, strategic legal
assault  on  the  Scouts  didn’t  arise  until  the  ACLU  became
involved, with cases that focused Scouts’ ‘duty to God.’”{13}

The Battle over “Duty to God”
Boy Scouts and Scout leaders are really into patches for our
uniforms. One of the most beautiful I’ve ever owned is my Duty
to God patch earned at the legendary Rocky Mountain Scout
adventure  ranch  known  as  Philmont.  The  requirements  were
minimal: take part in several devotions and lead blessings
over the food. Nothing dictated which god to pray to, just a
built-in acknowledgement of the Creator. This non-sectarian,
undirected acknowledgement of God is classic Scout stuff. The
program has long featured specific special awards for all
major  world  religions,  including  Christianity.  Scouting’s
Creator-consciousness  can  seem  vague  or  even  smack  of
animistic Native American religion, but troops chartered by



Christian organizations like ours simply turn it into a chance
to honor the God of the Bible.

This  hallmark  of  Scouting  is  vilified  by  atheists  and
agnostics who would participate in Scouting only minus the nod
to God. The ACLU has carried out a culture-wide campaign to
cut out all mention of God from the public square, motivated
by  a  warped  value  of  self-determination.{14}  Seeking
protections from all things religious, the ACLU’s activist
lawyers have raised human autonomy up as the ultimate good.
And the Boy Scouts are a tempting target to further this cause
célèbre.  From  where  do  the  ACLU’s  motivations  spring?
Apparently,  from  the  ideology  known  as  humanism,  a
philosophical commitment to man as the measure of all things
coupled with an atheist anti-supernatural bias. But not even
Rousseau,  whose  political  theory  emphasized  individual
freedoms, would likely have gone so far. In his view, the
individual  was  subordinate  to  the  general  will  of  the
people—and most people in American society agree that the
BSA’s values and impact outweighs any individual right “not to
hear” anything at all of religion.{15}

When  the  BSA  lays  out  its  broad  yet  very  absolute
requirements, the most prominent and controversial are a “duty
to God”{16} and a Scout’s pledge to be reverent.{17} This in
no way dictates which or even what kind of deity one’s faith
is ascribed to, but it sharply clashes with the ACLU’s ideals
of  secularism  and  humanism.  In  effect,  the  BSA  directly
challenges the sacred-secular split so prevalent today, where
faith is to be kept totally private and godless science serves
as the only source of real knowledge. As a result of this
worldview mistake, religious commitments and the supernatural
are  relegated  to  the  personal,  subjective,  and  ultimately
meaningless level.

One blogger opines about a duty to God passage in the original
1910 Scout handbook:



“A Scout is reverent toward God. He is faithful in his
religious duties. He respects the beliefs of others.” Such an
earnest and irony-free worldview is naturally antithetical to
the South Park-style mock-the-world moronity that pervades
the culture. In a society that combines libertarian Me-ism
with a liberal nanny state that suckles “men without chests,”
it  is  not  surprising  that  the  ranks  of  Boy  Scouts  are
dwindling (Scouting is down 11 percent over the last decade).
But we should be cheerful that an institution where self-
sacrifice and manly virtues are encouraged manages to survive
at all.{18}

The ACLU was not involved in the first “duty to God” case
against the Scouts. Yet by 2007, its “involvement in fourteen
cases against the Boy Scouts had covered, cumulatively, more
than 100 years of litigation.”{19} The ACLU’s view, according
to Governor Perry, “is that if one citizen believes there is
no God, they must be protected from public references to or
acknowledgement of an Almighty Creator. . . . When they get
their  way,  the  ACLU  enforces  upon  us  the  tyranny  of  the
minority.”{20}

Thank God the courts have not yet allowed this to happen.

Pluralism Done Right
A fellow in my Sunday school sounded alarmed when I asked the
class to pray for a Scouting trip: “Isn’t The Boy Scouts a
Mormon outfit?” Since Mormons use Scouts as their official
youth program for boys, his experience was skewed. Yet, the
BSA  is  a  non-sectarian  association  that  simply  requires
chartering groups to promote belief in God and requires boys
to reflect on reverence according to their family’s chosen

religion. The Boy Scout Handbook, (11th ed.) explains a Scout’s
“duty to God” like this: “Your family and religious leaders
teach you about God and the ways you can serve. You do your



duty to God by following the wisdom of those teachings every
day and by respecting and defending the rights of others to
practice their own beliefs.” Note the genuine tolerance toward
other religions. Even a pack or troop member cannot be forced
by that unit to engage in religious observances with which
they disagree.{21} This policy is the best way to handle a
wide-open  boys’  training  program  in  a  very  pluralistic
culture.

Many Christians talk as if any kind of pluralism is anathema,
especially the religious kind, as if we should live in a
thoroughly Christianized society that, for all intents and
purposes,  is  like  church.  However,  this  is  unrealistic.
America’s  Founding  Fathers  guarded  against  state-sanctioned
religion.

God Himself tacitly acknowledged, even in the theocracy of the
Old Testament period that living around His people were those
of other religions. Jehovah didn’t force people to believe in
Him. God was pluralistic in the sense of allowing man’s free
will.

The Boy Scouts reflects this larger reality and it serves the
organization  well.  It  is  not  seeking  to  be  a  church  or
synagogue or temple. The BSA’s Scoutcraft skills and coaching,
its citizenship and moral training, remains open to people of
all religions. The BSA’s vagueness regarding “duty to God” is
actually a plus for Christians interested in promoting their
own understanding of God and His world. Talk about a platform
to pass along a biblical worldview! Think of it: Scouting’s
genius  is  that  it  combines  outdoor  exploits  like  regular
camping trips and high-adventure activities with moral and
religious instruction in the context of boy-run leadership
training. Regular and intensive meetings with dedicated adults
to review skills and Scouting’s ideals provide ample time for
what amounts to discipleship. Some of the richest ministry
opportunities in my quarter-century as a full-time minister
have been during Scoutmaster-to-Scout conferences in the great



outdoors.

If you’re committed to seeing the next generation of boys walk
into adulthood not only as capable young men but with their
faith intact, Scouting is one of the best venues out there.
Hopefully, the ACLU won’t be able to quash that.
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Hail  the  Conquering
Graduates!

June 10, 2009

I was asked to put together a few resources for the high
school grads at church. I thought I’d share the wealth with
the World Wide Web.

Below you’ll find helpful and hopefully meaningful resources
to  guide  you  as  you  embark  on  adulthood.  I  especially
recommend the two blogs. The most valuable resource of all,
though, is people. Get involved in your own way on campus and
in a local church. But don’t just hang out with people your
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https://probe.org/hail-the-conquering-graduates/
https://probe.org/hail-the-conquering-graduates/


own age—that’ll make you boring. Be sure to introduce yourself
to your professors and tell them thank you (will likely turn
that B+ into an A). I’ve been teaching and learning from
college students for a really long time. So I know quite a bit
about college stuff; and a decent amount about life stuff
too—you can always ask me anything. The whole world is before
you; but you never have to face it, with all its joys and
hardships, alone.

Many congratulations and blessings.

Renea

Bookmark This

GoCollege.com

Here you’ll find really good tips for getting the most out of
the  really  (sometimes  really,  really)  expensive  education
you’re getting. Classroom lectures, writing assignments, and
even exams can be a lot different in college than they were in
high  school.  The  tips  on  this  website  can  help  make  the
transition smoother.

Biblos.com

Biblos.com  is  this  great  website  I’ve  only  recently
discovered. It’s a one-stop-shop for all your bible study
tools  including  concordances,  commentaries,  maps,  pictures,
devotions, and of course the Bible itself in several different
translations and languages.

EveryStudent.com

I’m really pumped about this website. It’s a place where no
question about God or life is out of bounds. When your friends
have questions about God and Christianity, or when you have
questions yourself, this website can help. In college you’ll
do  a  lot  of  exploring,  discovering,  and  learning  about
yourself: what you think about God, Christianity, the way the

http://www.gocollege.com/survival/
http://www.biblos.com/
http://www.everystudent.com/index.html


world is, the way it should be. This website is designed to
guide you on that journey. Be sure to check out Life Issues,
which  touches  on  topics  such  as  sex,  beauty,  racism,  and
shame.

Probe.org

Curious about Genesis and evolution? Need help answering the
tough questions your friends have about Christianity? Whether
you  want  to  learn  more  about  your  friend’s  religion,  are
struggling with questions like — Why do bad things happen to
good people? — or you need a credible source for the paper
you’re writing, Probe.org is an excellent resource that can
help you think through some really tough topics.

Blogs

Living Spirituality

Living  Spirituality  offers  helpful,  encouraging,  and  even
sometimes convicting devotionals. It also provides a weekly
discussion  about  real  life  stuff.  These  discussions  are
helpful as we try to live like Jesus in our everyday lives.

Surviving College Life

Surviving College Life is a really cool blog that’s incredibly
comprehensive. Not only will it be helpful as you prepare to
arrive on campus. This will be something you’ll find useful
throughout  your  college  years  as  you  move  from  dorms  to
apartments, friendships to romances, and from major to major.
The above link is a list of all the posts divided by topic. So
whether you’re looking for time management tips, study aids,
roommate advice, financial aid resources, or fitness facts,
Surviving College Life can help give you a heads up and point
you in a good direction.

Book Buzz

“Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but
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be transformed by the renewing of your mind.” Romans 12:2

This brief list of books includes stuff I read in college that
was really important to my Christian walk, as well as a few
books I wish I had read in college. They’re books I hope you
will find helpful as you journey with Jesus and strive to
think  christianly.  (Don’t  worry;  they’re  not  just  “smart
people” books. Most of these are very easy to read.)

Don’t Waste Your Life

–John Piper

When Christ gave us real life, he gave our lives meaning and
purpose. Don’t Waste Your Life is about living on purpose a
life passionate for God and people.

 

The Sacred Romance: Drawing Closer to the Heart
of God

–Brent Curtis & John Eldredge

This is not a girly book; don’t let the title fool you. The
Sacred Romance was a really important book for me when I was

https://www.probe.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/dont-waste.jpg


in college. It helped me understand the big picture of the
Bible: the story of God and the story of my own life. It
helped me understand the difference between living by the
rules and living spiritually.

 

 

Welcome to College: A Christ-follower’s Guide
for the Journey

–Jonathan Morrow

Welcome to College includes chapters on the problem of evil
and suffering, Christology, ethics and much more. You will
also find a broad collection of practical topics: health, sex
and  dating,  finances,  Internet  use,  alcohol.  This  book
provides  unique  and  much–needed  help  for  navigating  the
head–spinning newness of college life.

 

Eat This Book: The Art of Spiritual Reading

–Eugene Peterson



This is a really helpful book about how to read and interpret
and understand the Bible, how to let the Scriptures nourish
and feed us, how to live the Scriptures as they are the Living
Words of God.

 

Real Sex: The Naked Truth about Chastity

–Lauren F. Winner

Winner talks about sex in a realistic way. She sorts through
the confusing messages we hear about sex from both the world
and the church, and helps us think about sex and romantic love
within  the  big  picture  of  God’s  story.  Real  Sex  provides
biblical and practical guidance for unmarried Christians who
desire  to  honor  God  with  their  sexuality  and  dating
relationships.

 

Messy  Spirituality:  God’s  Annoying  Love  for
Imperfect People

– Mike Yaconelli



This small book says big things about what being a Christian
looks like. It reminds us that we’re all human in need of
God’s  grace;  that  there’s  no  such  thing  as  the  ideal
Christian—there’s  no  one-size-fits-all  pattern  of
spirituality.

 

The Green Letters

–Miles J. Stanford

The Green Letters is about spiritual growth. It’s one of those
books  you  can  pick  and  choose  what  you  want  to  read  by
scanning over the Table of Contents; that is, the chapters
don’t necessarily have to be read in order. This book will
challenge you to live less selfishly, or we could say, less as
a self-follower and more as a Christ-follower.

 

 

5 Paths to the Love of Your Life: Defining Your
Dating Style
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–Alex Chediak

There are basically five different approaches to romantic love
from  the  Christian  perspective.  This  book  gives  you  an
overview  of  these  five  views,  their  advantages  and
disadvantages, and the logic and Scripture behind them. So you
can decide for yourself which path you relate to most, which
enables  you  to  be  intentional  about  biblical,  christianly
romance.

 

Not the Way It’s Supposed to Be: A Breviary of
Sin

–Cornelius Plantinga Jr.

What is sin? What are the effects of sin? How do we think and
talk about sin (if at all)? How do we deal with sin? These are
some of the questions discussed in this small, but impactful
book  on  sin.  You’d  think  a  book  all  about  sin  would  be
depressing, but Plantinga understands that sin is only the
distortion  of  something  originally  good;  and  that  though
things aren’t the way they’re supposed to be now, they will be
one day soon when Christ returns.

This blog post originally appeared at
reneamac.com/2009/06/10/hail-the-conquering-graduates/
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